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Black Press in America Project
▪  Scholars exploring historical African-American newspapers to better understand 

the black experience.

▪  Led by Professor Kim Gallon, historian at Purdue University 

▪  Received American Council on Learned Societies Fellowship to produce open 
digital monographs with Sheridan Libraries

▪  Original deliverable was to be EPUB files in Hopkins institutional repository



“From its inception, the 
black press has been a 
change agent by shining a 
light on the plight of blacks 
and giving them the power 
to write and report on 
their own narratives.… 
Excluded from white 
venues and often insulted in 
their absence, black voices 
found the need to tell their 
own stories.”



Librarians Adopting an Engineering Approach

Focusing the scholars’ broader goals and adopting an engineering approach of 
examining workflows between people, processes, and products led the 
Sheridan Libraries reached out to our university press.

 
People

Processes Products



And Thinking Like Publishers

●  Identify a Concrete Endpoint
●  Collaborate with Scholars
●  Keep an Eye on the Audience
●  Question the Business Plan���

(Pro Tip: Be like Frederick Douglass)



What Do Scholars Really Want? ���
(Hint: R-E-S-P-E-C-T)

▪  Iterative editorial feedback & peer review
▪  Copyediting, proofreading, and graphic design
▪  Credentialing and recognition
▪  Stability and permanence of print
▪  Impact of marketing and promotion
▪  Symbolic and real value of print
▪  And they wanted affordances of the open web—

audiovisual in context, mapping, ���
linked data, etc.



From Digital to Print and 
Back
Since the aim was to collect and present material for 
researchers, this developed into the idea of a book 
series -- an ongoing exploration rather than a finished 
project.

Realization that the University Press could produce 
ebooks in EPUB format, but Project MUSE could do 
much more with EPUB files and the Library could 
incorporate the learning dimension.



Introducing MUSE Open

▪  Andrew W. Mellon Foundation grant for MUSE Open -- platform for developing 
ebooks leveraging and extending Project MUSE capabilities.

▪  Importance of discovery (e.g., mitigating multiple versions, integrated search with 
broader collections).

▪  Library realization that passing a series of EPUB files to the Press would not best 
meet needs of scholars, readers, or learners.

▪  Conversations and connections become even richer.





Open Educational Resources
A holistic approach including print books, ebooks, and a set of ���
connected digital resources could be developed cooperatively.

What about that “third tier” of digital resources? 

We realized it was a set of open educational resources. 

Initially code named “Project Bannaker” after first African American printer, author, 
astronomer, and self-educated scholar (also from Baltimore).

The result was a set of linked resources that span print books, MUSE Open ebooks, 
and digital resources.



Demonstration of Concept
While waiting for authors’ digital content, we have developed a 
demonstration using materials from a Hamlet prompt book and ���
a sample of a Ptolemy text.

Omeka provides the platform for gathering content in a consistent and 
structured format and enables the creation of digital exhibits.

Using International Interoperability Image Framework (IIIF) for underlying 
data model

The fundamental concept is a new form of aggregation that is a linked data 
set of resources evolving over time.

 

























New Form of Aggregation via Linked Data
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